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About This Game

Morphite is a casual atmospheric FPS, set in a low poly stylized universe.

This is the story of Myrah Kale, a young woman whose life takes a sudden turn when a simple mission develops into an epic
interstellar journey revealing her mysterious past and relation to a coveted substance called Morphite.
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Myrah will voyage to the furthest corners of space and explore uncharted procedurally-generated planets, each with diverse
landscapes and teeming with exotic flora and fauna. With the help of a scanner, Myrah will sell biological information for ship,

suit and weapon upgrades.

Inside Myrah’s vessel, players will engage in random encounters with real-time space combat, trade with other travelers across
the galaxy and navigate outer space with Morphite’s easy-to-use Starmap system.

Features

 Procedurally generated universe: Morphite features tons of generated planets to discover, all with their own flora and
fauna. Besides their individual beauty, visiting planets will prove vital for gathering resources, researching creatures, and
gaining skills towards strengthening your character.

 Platforming: Morphite will feature platforming elements in order to explore new landscapes and structures. This is
designed with the same mindset as other classic platforms: to be fun and intuitive, even within first and third person
views.

 Research and exploration: There is a heavy emphasis on discovery. While players are free to battle every creature they
find (many of which are hostile), they can optionally choose to simply scan each creature to gain vital data to sell later.

 Planet and spacecraft combat: While discovery is paramount, Morphite will also feature hostile environments, creatures,
and boss battles. Combat will take place on planets and also in space during random encounters. Upgrading your
weaponry will be essential to surviving.

 Deep single player story: 15 planets are hand crafted and pertain specifically to the plot. These planets will exist for the
player to further the story when they are ready. The main storyline is also fully voiced in English.

 Character and ship upgrades: While planetside, players will be able to locate rare scans to craft new suit abilities.
Additionally, players can locate shops all over the galaxy to upgrade and augment their power suit, ship, and weapons.
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Title: Morphite
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Crescent Moon Games, We're Five Games, Blowfish Studios
Publisher:
Crescent Moon Games
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2017
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fun with friends but gets boring quickly bigfoot only attacks like every 10 minutes and gets annoying constantly running across
the map. Best route, but i wish there were more Amtrak rolling stock for the love of god! Think of the Amtrak fans N3V &
Auran!. This game is worth a buy. It's cheap, so why not? If you like Super Hexagon then it is very similar and just as enjoyable.
I have completed 3/5 of the levels so far and do not think it is very difficult. I expect the last 2 to be more challenging, but
nonetheless I think it's a fun arcade game that will keep you entertained every now and then when you're bored.. Great music :).
shrug. It's ok. music and graphics are nice but...  hard to recommend a game where being VR torchered is the highlight of it.
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I appear to be currently going through a "tower defense phase" and it's lots of fun. Having recently completed Iron Sea
Defenders and wanting more of the same, I quickly picked up Fort Defense on sale. It turns out it's pretty much a reskin of that,
the main thematic difference being that this is fantasy-themed and Iron Sea is... pseudo-real/modern. Chronologically, Fort
Defense is actually the younger game by around a year and it shows. There are some issues here:

 graphics are blurry

 the music loop is way too short and gets annoying eventually (not immediately)

 barrel (premium currency) progression is random, which leads to farming and grinding

 seems like there is no keyboard control for changing game speed

 some cosmetic bugs such as missing spaces in the writing or star counter getting broken

All of these and more ended up being addressed in Iron Sea Defenders so it's a welcome conclusion that the developer has been
improving. As for Fort Defense, it's still a passable tower defense but kinda barely. Get it on sale.. Options are very limited, and
the length is much shorter compared to most CYOA, but it's still a pretty fun experience, and it leaves enough ambiguous about
the world to leave room for imagination.. my friend got me this for my birthday. No comment.. Its Pretty good, found it was
really fun with friends, love how you can customise the characters now, also love the new door animation, this is a great game so
far, and the full release should be even better
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